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Abstract

During the development of a hidden Markov model-
based handwriting recognition system, the testing phase
takes a non-negligible amount of computation time. This
is especially true for real application where the lexicon size
is large. In order to shorten the development process we
propose an indicator of the system discrimination power.
This indicator is calculated during training and its final
value is obtained at the end of the training phase, without
more calculation. Its definition consists of a modification of
the observation probability of the validation corpus by the
trained system. Some experiments were carried out and the
results show clearly the correlation between this indicator
and recognition rates.

1. Introduction

During the past decades hidden Markov models (HMMs)
[8] have become a technique widely used in the field of pat-
tern recognition. Their success in speech recognition [1] led
many researchers to apply them in the field of handwriting
recognition [2, 9, 3, 6]. The main interest of HMMs comes
from their ability to model time variant phenomena and also
from the existence of effective procedures to automatically
adjust model parameters [8], [1]. In the case of real ap-
plications with large vocabulary, such as address reading,
the testing of a system based on hidden Markov models re-
quires non-negligible computation time. This phase could
slow down the development process especially if the system
designer wants to experiment several solutions, including
different model architectures or different feature sets.

In this paper we want to introduce a new predictor of the
quality or discrimination power of hidden Markov models.
This evaluation is performed just after the training phase
without requiring system testing. Moreover it requires only

few calculations carried out during the training phase. The
next section will review some basics about HMMs. In Sec-
tion 3 the definition of a discrimination power estimator is
presented. Then some experiments are described in Section
4. Finally some conclusions are presented.

2. Basics of Hidden Markov Models

A good description of hidden Markov models and their
use can be found in [8] and [1]. As mentioned in the intro-
duction HMMs are well suit to model time-variant phenom-
ena. Thus, for the 1-dimension HMMs, the data used are
observation sequences O = O1O2 � � �OT , extracted from
the stochastic process to be modeled. Each sequence sym-
bol Ot represents the process state at different consecutive
moments. In the discrete case, each of those observations
comes from a finite alphabet usually called feature set or
codebook. Considering models where observations are pro-
duced by transitions, the classic A and B matrices are com-
bined into one: C. Then a fully described HMM is charac-
terized by 4 elements:

� N , the number of states, individual states are denoted
S = fs0; s1; : : : ; sN�1g and the state at time t : qt;

� M , the number of possible observations, individual
observations are denoted V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vMg ;

� C = fcij(k)g; cij(k) = Pr(Ot = vk; qt+1 = sj j
qt = si) the probability of going from state s i at time
t to sj at time t+1 and producing at the same moment
the observation vk ;

� � = f�ig, the initial state distribution.

The most popular method used to perform HMM param-
eter estimation is the Baum-Welch algorithm. This is an
implementation of the EM (Expectation-Maximization) al-
gorithm that performs a Maximum-Likelihood Estimation



of model parameters and guarantees a convergence to a lo-
cal maximum of the probability of training samples [8].
This algorithm is iterative and requires the calculation of
the forward-backward variables at each iteration.

In order to optimize the learning phase, the use of two
data corpuses is preferable. The training set is used to rees-
timate the model parameters while this new model is eval-
uated on a validation set after each iteration. Finally the
process stops when the improvement of the validation cor-
pus likelihood by the model falls below a given threshold.
This strategy allows to optimize model generalization over
unknown examples.

The recognition problem is usually solved using the
Viterbi algorithm [8], [1]. This procedure looks for the best
state sequence for a given observation sequence and a let-
ter sequence. In a real application a test could be run over
1000 different letter sequences, then this procedure is time
consuming. The testing of our system [3], using a set of
4674 city names, with a lexicon size of 1000, takes close to
3 hours on a Sun Enterprise 450 (400 MHz).

3. Definition of a new indicator of discrimina-
tion power

Our aim is to define an indicator of the discrimination
power of the trained HMMs without resorting to the test of
the system. Such a strategy will permit to gain computa-
tional time and speed up the process of development of a
new recognition system especially when the designer wants
to evaluate many different models. As we mentioned in the
previous section, the use of two corpuses of data during sys-
tem learning allows the optimization of the system discrim-
ination power. We want to characterize this discrimination
power with the help of the likelihood of the validation cor-
pus.

3.1. Definition of the likelihood of the validation
corpus

During system learning, the validation corpus is used to
test the system improvement after each iteration. In fact
the increase of the validation corpus likelihood is measured.
This quantity is evaluated with the help of the forward pro-
cedure. Let Pr(O j �) be the probability of the observation
sequence O = O1O2 � � �OT by the model �, the forward
algorithm allows to calculate iteratively this quantity. Let
�t(i) be the probability of emitting the partial observation
sequence O1O2 � � �Ot and to be in state si at time t. Con-
sidering an initial state (0) and models where observations
are produced by transitions, the forward procedure differs
from the version usually presented in the literature [8]:

� Initialization: t = 0�
�0(0) = 1
�0(i) = 0 for i 6= 0

(1)

� Induction: j = 0; 1; : : : ; N � 1 and t = 1; 2; : : : ; T

�t(j) =

N�1X
i=0

�t�1(i) cij(Ot) (2)

� Termination

Pr(O j �) =

N�1X
i=0

�T (i) (3)

These equations show clearly that the observation proba-
bility Pr(O j �) is a product of probabilities cij(Ot). Thus
Pr(O j �) is strongly dependent on the observation se-
quence length and also from the mean value of the c ij(Ot)
probabilities. During training, this observation probability
is calculated for each validation example i, with the help
of its labeling wi. Thus the correct notation of this quan-
tity must be Pr(Oi j wi; �). For a validation corpus of Q
examples its log likelihood PV is defined as:

PV =
1

Q

QX
i=1

logPr(Oi j wi; �) (4)

In fact this quantity represents the mean log probability of
an observation sequence from the validation corpus. The
function log is used in order to get a consistent value. The
system parameters conducing to the best value of PV during
training correspond to the trained or final system.

In order to evaluate and compare the quality of different
trained systems, we can consider to use their likelihood val-
ues PV . The best system must have the greater likelihood
value. However, given a data corpus, this quantity depends
on cij(Ot) and this latter depends strongly on M , the num-
ber of possible observations. Given a transition i ! j, its
mean probability cij(Ot) with no a priori information is
equal to 1

M
. Then PV can be used only to compare systems

sharing the same number of possible observation symbols.
In order to go over this problem, this likelihood must

be modified to be comparable. For a given validation cor-
pus and different systems, the only constant in the expres-
sion Pr(Oi j wi; �) is the labeling wi. Then it is found
to modify the likelihood expression according to this re-
mark. The evaluation of the a posteriori probability of the
labeling wi given the observation sequence and the model:
Pr(wi j Oi; �) is more consistent to compare different sys-
tems. This a posteriori probability is related to the observa-
tion probability according to Bayes rule:

Pr(wi j Oi; �) =
Pr(Oi j wi; �)� Pr(wi)

Pr(Oi)
(5)



Here Pr(wi) is the a priori probability of the labeling also
called language model. For any application this quantity
is difficult to evaluate. As it is constant for all systems, it
does not influence comparison results, thus it can be dis-
carded. The denominator Pr(O i) is the a priori observa-
tion sequence probability, i.e. before the system parameter
estimation. This quantity is directly related to the number
of featuresM . For different systems, the range of this prob-
ability differs but corresponds to a same state. This quantity
can be considered as a reference or a normalization factor.

3.2. Definition of the new indicator and its proper-
ties

We proposed to use as indicator of the discrimination
power of a trained system �, the mean over the validation
corpus of the modified a posteriori probability or more for-
mally:

F =
1

Q

QX
i=1

log
Pr(Oi j wi; �)

Pr(Oi)
(6)

As a validation step is performed during training, the ob-
servation probabilities Pr(Oi j wi; �) are available from
the forward procedure. Pr(Oi) can be estimated in several
ways. With really no information, equiprobability between
all features can be used. With the help of a data set, its
estimation can be obtained by computing feature n-grams.
The Pr(Oi) are calculated for each validation example and
stored before the first training iteration. Thus, the evalua-
tion of our indicator F needs only few computations at each
iteration.

As mentioned previously, the training procedure guar-
anties an increase of the observation probability, thenF will
increase during this phase. It will reach its maximum for the
best observation probability value. This point corresponds
to the best system parameter set �̂. Depending on the de-
nominator evaluation, F values could be positive or nega-
tive. As long as it is negative, the denominator evaluation is
better than the model observation probability.

4. Experimentation

In order to evaluate this indicator, a discrete HMM-based
off-line handwriting recognition system, using analytic ap-
proach with explicit segmentation [3] was used. A strat-
egy was developed to improve its performance [4]: fea-
tures with low discriminative power are gathered in feature
classes, then each of them is substituted by a new feature
set. The increase of the number of features replacing one
class allows the construction of different systems. We want
to evaluate and compare those systems without perform-
ing tests, in order to reduce the computation time. Feature

sets are obtained by increasing the number of clusters dur-
ing the vector quantization procedure. As the LBG algo-
rithm [7] is used, the number of centroids is a power of 2.
Seven systems were built using respectively 100 (84+16),
116 (84+32), 148, 212, 340, 596 and 1108 features.

The observation sequence probabilities were evaluated
in four different ways considering: equiprobability between
features, feature frequencies, feature bigrams and feature
trigrams (evaluated on the training data set). In order to
avoid data sparseness for n-grams evaluation, we use the
Katz back-off model [5] for distribution smoothing. It
is based on the Good-Turing smoothing principal. The
Good-Turing estimate states that for any n-gram that oc-
cur r times, we should consider that it occurs r� times:
r� = (r + 1)nr+1

nr
, where nr is the number of n-grams

that occur exactly r times. Then the distributiuon is eval-
uated according to this new count. Katz smoothing extend
this idea by adding the combination of higher-order models
with lower-order models. In the case of bigrams, those with
non-zero count are discounted according to a discount ratio
dr. Then the subtracted counts are distributed among the
zero count bigrams according to the next lower-order distri-
bution (the unigram model here). Moreover, the d r are cal-
culated taken in account the reliability of the count. Large
counts are considered reliable, so they are not discounted:
dr = 1 for all r > k, with k classicaly in the range of 5 to 8.
The discount ratio for the lower counts are derived from the
Good-Turing estimate applied to the global bigram distribu-
tion. Thus the Katz bigram: PrK(Oi j Oi�1) is obtained
from the equations below.8<

:
C(Oi�1; Oi)=C(Oi) if r > k
drC(Oi�1; Oi)=C(Oi) if k � r > 0
�(Oi�1)P (Oi) if r = 0

(7)

where

dr =
r�

r
� (k+1)nk+1

n1

1�
(k+1)nk+1

n1

(8)

�(Oi�1) =
1�
P

Oi:r>0
PrK(Oi j Oi�1)

1�
P

Oi:r>0
Pr(Oi)

(9)

Katz smoothing for higher n-grams is defined according to
the Katz (n�1)-gram model. In our experiments, the value
of the parameter k has been chosen empiricly and fixed to
6.

At the end of each iteration of the training phase, the
four different estimations of F are computed. Experiments
were performed using three data sets: the learning set con-
taining 12023 examples, the validation set (3475 examples)
and the test set (4674 examples). In table 1 each column
characterizes one of the seven built systems, the lines show
respectively the validation corpus likelihood, the different
evaluation of F , both at the training end. The last four lines



Number of Features 100 116 148 212 340 596 1108
PV -23.76 -25.58 -27.39 -29.25 -31.29 -33.36 -35.52

FEquip 13.61 12.70 12.34 12.65 13.45 14.75 16.33
FUnigram 7.30 7.69 8.04 8.36 8.48 8.56 8.55
FBigram 6.38 6.57 6.76 6.86 6.83 6.81 6.75
FTrigram 5.74 5.87 6.10 6.26 6.42 6.71 6.96

RR (Lex. 10) 98.67 98.82 98.74 98.86 98.84 98.78 98.70
RR (Lex. 100) 95.27 95.32 95.96 95.96 95.85 95.72 95.67
RR (Lex. 1000) 87.59 88.49 88.83 89.80 89.18 89.13 88.53
RR (Lex. 5000) 78.80 80.04 81.05 82.05 81.80 81.48 81.01

Table 1. Evaluation of the indicator and recognition rate for several systems

are the recognition rates RR obtained with several lexicon
sizes.

First, we can observe the evolution of PV for the differ-
ent systems. As we mentioned before, the codebook size
influences this measure and the effect of this system input
can be directly estimated here: the increase of feature num-
ber involves a reduction of the likelihood.
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Figure 1. Indicator values estimated in three
different ways

In figure 1, the four series of indicator evaluation are
presented. The curves are not in the same range, this is
due to the Pr(Oi) estimation. When equiprobability is
considered, the estimation is really raw and the observa-
tion probability is low. As we refine the estimation tech-
nique, the observation probability increases and our indica-
tor value decreases. Equiprobabilty estimation is not appro-
priate for our improvement strategy because feature proba-

bilities from the new set are considered to be equal to those
from the primary set. This explains the behavior of the as-
sociated curve. The three other curves show also a differ-
ent behavior: only the bigram evaluation curve gets a max-
imum. When the number of feature becomes large, with
the same data, the estimation of probability suffers from
the lack of data. In the case of the frequency estimation,
the increase of feature conduct to a lower reliable proba-
bility estimation. The use of a smoothing technique during
n-gram evaluation allows to overtake this problem. How-
ever for the trigram evaluation, when the number of feature
becomes large, the ratio of observed trigrams becomes re-
ally low (up to 30% for the 3 first systems and lower to 5%
for the 2 last systems). The smoothing technique used can
not interpolled correctly for trigrams. To obtain a better es-
timate, we must increase the data set size. Thus, the bigram
evaluation gives the best estimate of the observation proba-
bility.

In figure 2 the recognition rate curves are presented. The
x-axis representes the number of features used by each sys-
tem. We can clearly observe a decrease of the recognition
rate curves when the number of features becomes large.
This phenomena is called over-learning: the number of sys-
tem parameters is too large for the training data. In such a
case the system memorizes the learning set and cannot gen-
eralize correctly on the unknown data. With the help of the
two figures, we can notice the correlation between recog-
nition rates and the FBigram values. This observation con-
firms the hypothesis that our indicator is a good estimation
of the discrimination power and also that it could be used to
detect the over-learning problem.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we introduce a new indicator to evaluate
the discrimination power of a recognition system based on
HMMs. This indicator is calculated with the help of the
forward algorithm during the learning phase. This proce-
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lexicon sizes

dure allows the observation probability calculation of each
example. This quantity is modified using the a priori ob-
servation sequence probability in order to obtain a modified
a posteriori estimation of the labeling. Our new estimator
is then defined as the mean value of this quantity over the
validation corpus. All calculations of this indicator are done
with the help of data not used for the parameter estimation
then it is possible to consider it as discrimination power es-
timator.

Several experiments were carried where the number of
features used by the handwriting recognition system is in-
creased. The indicator values are obtained in several ways.
The use of smooth bigrams to estimate the denominator give
the best estimate. After training we compare the value of
our estimator of discrimination power using the recognition
rates and concluded that there is a correlation between those
two indicators. The estimator defined in (6) gives infor-
mation about the discrimination power of a discrete HMM-
based recognition system just after its learning phase. Its
main interest is that during the system development, it could
be used to avoid some testing and also detect over-learning
problems. Moreover the test set can be preserved for the
final test of the system and thus saves the designer from
having to tune its system parameters according to this data
set.

Our study was conducted in a discrete framework. A
possible future work is to extend this discrimination power
estimator to the continuous case. We use a smoothing tech-
nique during the n-gram estimation. Another could be used
to evaluate the trigram in a better way and thus obtain a

better probability density estimation from small amount of
data.
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